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ABSTRACT 
The general solutions of the homogeneous matrix equation AXCr - BXDT = 0 
and the system of the matrix equations AX + BY = 0, XC’ + YD’ = 0 are de- 
scribed in terms of Kronecker canonical forms, i.e., in terms of Kronecker invariants 
and Kronecker bases, for pans of matrices (A, B) and (C, 0). A canonical form for a 
pair of commuting matrices (E, F) such that E ’ = F” = EF = 0 is discussed. These 
results are applied to construct a canonical basis for the second root subspace of a 
two-parameter eigenvalue problem. The corresponding relations for canonical invari- 
ants are given. 0 Ekevier Science Inc., 1996 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In multiparameter spectral theory we consider a system of multiparame- 
ter pencils 
Wi( A) = 2 VjjAj - vi,, i = 1,2 ,..., n, (1) 
j=l 
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where Vij are n, X ni matrices over complex numbers and A = (A,, A,, 
. . . . A,) are parameters. We remark that when n = 1 then (1) is a one- 
parameter pencil. It is well known that there is a canonical form for such 
pencils under equivalence of pairs of matrices. This is the Kronecker canoni- 
cal form [28] (see [12, 17, 191 for modem versions). In this paper the 
Kronecker canonical form is applied in two different ways to study two- 
parameter systems, i.e. systems of form (1) with n = 2. 
Our approach is based on Atkinson’s theory [3]. He associated with (1) an 
n-tuple of commuting matrices {q>i”=i, acting on cN, N = Ily= ilzi. One of 
the problems considered then is to give bases for joint root subspaces of 
matrices rj in terms of the matrices Vij. This has been achieved using 
coalgebraic techniques in [20]. However, the description obtained in [20] 
shows that in general complex calculations are required in order to compute 
these bases. An interesting problem now is to find classes of multiparameter 
systems (1) for which the computation of bases for joint root subspaces of Ij 
is simplified. Some of these are already known in the literature, e.g. [4, 15, 
26, 271. (We discuss the literature, including that on applications, later in the 
section.) One of simplest ways to look for motives that would give further 
algorithms to build bases for root subspaces is to consider two-parameter 
systems. We do so, and hence we assume hereafter that n = 2. 
We construct a canonical basis for the second root subspace 
Jf= ker(l’r - h,Z)‘n ker[(I, - A,Z)(r, - A,Z)] n ker(r, - AsZ)‘. 
(2) 
Bases for the second root subspace for the general multiparameter systems 
are given in [6]. The main contribution of our paper is that in the two-param- 
eter setting we can construct these bases canonically. We remark that in the 
literature there are known classes of multiparameter systems for which in 
general the joint eigenvectors for Ii and I, do not span root subspaces but 
the second root vectors do span them (cf. [6, Q 81, [7, 5 51, and [15, Theorem 
5.71). Thus to find a basis for the second root subspace is not only interesting 
as an intermediate step towards a construction of a basis for the entire root 
subspace, but for certain cases it already gives a complete basis. 
The first application of the Kronecker canonical form in our paper is to 
describe a canonical form for a pair of commuting matrices A, and A, that 
satisfy A: = A, A, = At = 0. Note that the restrictions of Ii - A,Z and 
I, - A, I to the second root subspace Jf satisfy these relations. We remark 
that this is a special case of a canonical form given by Gel’fand and 
Ponomarev in [18, Chapter II]. 
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The main result of [6] is that a basis for the second root subspace N is 
constructed from a basis for the (joint) eigenspace 
A= ker(ri - A,Z) f~ ker(r, - h,Z) (3) 
and a basis for the kernel of a special matrix, which yields when applied to 
the two-parameter case a system of matrix equations 
Ax - BY = 0, XCT - YDT = 0 (4) 
(see Section 2 for details). This system is related to the matrix equation 
Axcr - BXDT = 0. (5) 
Namely, it is easy to observe that if a pair of matrices (X, Y > solves (4), then 
both X and Y solve (5). We use Kronecker canonical form for pairs of 
matrices (A, B) and (C, D) to construct canonical bases for the space of 
solutions of (5) and (4). This is our second application of the Kronecker 
canonical form. We also associated with the construction of bases a set of 
canonical invariants. These yield, when applied to the two-parameter system, 
a basis in which the restrictions of rl - yi Z and I?, - A, Z to the second root 
subspace Jy are in the canonical form mentioned in the previous paragraph. 
We believe that the calculations in terms of invariants will yield when 
translated into appropriate algebraic setting towards better understanding of 
the main result of [2O], and subsequently enable us to find simpler algorithms 
to calculate bases for joint root subspaces. 
The study of two-parameter eigenvalue problems has a long history. 
Originally they were studied for boundary-value problems. Then VEj act in 
infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, Vi, are differential operators, and Vij, 
j f 0, are multiplication operators. The description of bases for root sub- 
spaces then yields various completeness and expansion results. The cases 
when the eigenvectors are complete were studied already at the turn of the 
century. For instance, Dixon [13], Camp [B], and also Hilbert [24] studied 
expansions of functions in terms of eigenfunctions of a pair of two-parameter 
differential equations of Sturm-Liouville type. Later Pell [3I] studied a 
two-parameter system of integral equations of Fredholm type. In the 1950s 
Cordes [lo, 111 d eve o e 1 p d an abstract Hilbert-space setting for a special class 
of two-parameter eigenvalue problems (cf. also [29]). Among recent publica- 
tions we find work of Almamedov, Aslanov, and Isaev [l], Binding and 
Browne [5], Faierman [15], and many others. Besides the applications to the 
boundary-value problems [2], two-parameter eigenvalue problems (as well as 
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multiparameter ones) occur in various applications, for instance, to the 
linearized bifurcation models [22], to the inverse eigenvalue problems [21], 
and to the linearizations of polynomials in two (or more> variables [16]. 
The matrix equation 
AXZY-BXCT=E (6) 
has been studied for a long time as well (see [33, 34, 361). Various applica- 
tions of these matrix equations are known in the literature, and they moti- 
vated several authors to study them, e.g. [9, 14, 231. The idea of using the 
Kronecker canonical forms of pairs of matrices (A, B) and (C, 0) in order to 
study the matrix equation (6) was brought forward by Mitra [30] and Rozsa in 
[32]. Since we could not find in the literature a description of the general 
solutions of the matrix equations (4) and (51, we first describe these solutions. 
The methods involved are very standard, so we do not give detailed proofs. 
We remark that a detailed discussion of the general solutions of the matrix 
equation (6) in terms of the Kronecker canonical forms is given in the 
internal research paper [25]. 
We conclude the introduction with some words on the setup of our paper. 
In Section 2 we recall Atkinson’s construction [3] for two-parameter systems. 
We also state the two-parameter versions of the main results of [6] and 
illustrate them with an example. To unify the treatment of various cases, our 
definitions of the Kronecker chains and associated invariants differ slightly 
from the standard ones. We give the definitions and explain the differences in 
Section 3. There we also discuss a canonical form for a pair of commuting 
matrices (A,, A,) such that A; = A,A, = Ai = 0. Canonical bases, with 
corresponding invariants, for the spaces of solutions of (5) and (4) are given in 
Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. We apply these bases to construct a 
canonical basis of the second root subspace for two-parameter systems in 
Section 6. We also discuss relations between the invariants and give two 
examples. 
2. TWO-PARAMETER EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS 
In order to construct a pair of commuting matrices r = (r,, r,> associ- 
ated with a two-parameter system 
w = (Wj(h) = Vi,h, + Vi,h, - vi,; i = 1,2} 
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a regularity assumption is needed. We assume that A,, = V,, @ V,, - V,, @ 
V,, is an invertible matrix. Here A, is acting on Cnl”* (c @“I @ @“,). 
Further we define matrices A1 = V, ,, CZJ V,, - V,, Q V,, and A, = V,, @ 
V,, - V,, @ V,,. Atkinson [3, Theorem 6.7.21 showed that matrices rj = 
A;‘Ai, i = 1,2, c ommute. We call the pair r = (r,, I’,) the associated 
system of the system (7). 
A pair of complex numbers (A,, A,) is called an eigenvalue of r if the 
eigenspace 1, defined by (3) is nonzero. A pair of complex numbers 
A = (h,, h,) is called an eigenvalue of W if ker Wi( A) # (0) for i = 1,2. 
Atkinson [3, Theorem 6.8.11 showed that the spectra c+(W) of a multiparame- 
ter system W and c(r) of its associated system r coincide. 
From now we assume that A E @” is an eigenvalue of W. Suppose that 
qi = dim ker Wi(X) and that the columns of matrices X,, and YiO E @n*xql 
form bases for the kernels of Wj( A) and Wi( A)*, respectively. Then we 
associate with A four matrices 
vi; = Yi;vijxio (E c9iy, i,j = 1,2. (8) 
We identify the tensor-product space C~I @ Cq2 with the vector space of 
q1 X q2 complex matrices via the isomorphism 2 : Cq1 @ C92 + @qlxq2 de- 
fined by 
for decomposable tensors and extended by linearity. Hereafter we assume 
this identification. Thus we view 
and 
as linear transformations acting on C91 x9 2 and Cqlx92 CG @qlxq2 respectively. 
For instance, if X E @91xq2 then A:,< X) = VA X(Vh>r - Vr?, X(V~r>r. 
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For every positive integer n we write 2 = (1,2,. . . , n} and Q = 0. The 
set of pairs of indices qr X q2 is denoted by Q, and we write k = (k 1, k,) for 
an element k in Q. - - 
We denote the columns of the matrix Xi, by x,,, k E qi. By [3, Theorem 
6.9.11 it follows that S’,, = {z,k = rid 8 x$, k E Q) isa basis for the 
eigenspace A, and hence d, := dim M = q1q2. We complete the set S’a to 
a basis ~8’ =BO U (zi, 1 E d,} for the second root subspace J [see (211. 
Here d, = dimJ-- d,. - 
Let Ai = <Ii - A, I&, i = 1,2. In the basis ~8 we have that 
A,=’ Bi t [ 1 0 0 (9) 
where Bi = [b,!“] k E o,fL r is a matrix of size d, X d,. Here we assume that Q 
is ordered lexicographically. By (9) we have that 
(10) 
for i = I, 2 and 1 E d,. We write Bf = [b,~‘lf;=,,~~=, and 
- 
B’ = B: 
[ 1 B; ’ (11) 
Note that Bf is the Zth column of Bi written as a matrix. 
Theorems 1 and 2 that follow describe the general form of a second root 
vector, i.e. an element in JV\J, and a basis for ..K They are adapted 
two-parameter versions of Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 in [6]. 
THEOREM 1. A vector z is inJlr1.A $and only qthere exist (bf, b,k) E 
C2, k E Q, not all 0, and vectors x:f E C”l, k, E 92, and xii E C**, k, 
E ql, such that - 
F (V,,bl; + V,,b,k)& + wl( h)& = 0, 
k,=l 
(12) 
2 (V,,bf + v22b2”)x2”; + W,(h)x;i = 0, 
k,=l 
(13) 
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and 
Then it follows that 
(I-, - AiZ)Z = c b&h; 
ksQ 
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(14) 
(15) 
for i = 1,2. 
We recall that columns of the matrix Yi, form a basis for the kernel of 
Wi( A)*. So if we multiply the relation (12) by YG on the left-hand side, we 
get that 
Y; g (~,,b(,~- + ~,,b$~~,~+,kl, = 0, k, E q2 . (16) - 
k,=l 
When written in the matrix form the above equalities turn to 
V:,B, + V:,B, = 0. (17) 
Here Bj = [b,‘kl,kz)]$;=l,~:= 1. In a similar way we get from (13) the matrix 
equality 
BI(V;# + B2(V# = 0. (18) 
Hence it follows that 
Bl 
[ 1 B2 E ker ~3; 
(via the isomorphism 2). The system of equations (17) and (18) for B, and 
B, is a system of type (4) that is mentioned in the introduction, and is the 
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main motivation for our study. Furthermore, we remark that both B, and B, 
solve the matrix equation 
V~X(V~~)’ - v:zx(v$ = 0, 
i.e., they are elements of ker A”,. 
The converse part of Theorem 1 says that we can construct a vector 
z EN/I for every element in the kernel of 9: by (14). To find vectors LX:? 
note that (17) implies (16), and then vectors x:j exist because 
t (V11b(lkl~k2) + V12bi’l,kz))~t,j E [ker W,( A)*] ’ [ = im WI( A)]. 
k,=l 
We find vectors rig analogously. Theorem 2 tells that these constructions can 
be extended to obtain a basis for kergt from a basis for N/d, and 
conversely. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that {B’, 2 E d,) is a basis for the kernel of LB:, 
and that for each 1 a vector 2: is a&Sated with B1 as in (14). Then 
~8~ U {z:, 1 E d,} is a basisforK 
Converselysppose that B1, 1 E d,, are given as in (11). Then they form 
a basis for the kernel of gt. - 
We illustrate Theorems 1 and 2 with an example. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the two-parameter system 
and 
W,(A) = 
1 0 0 
0 
1 
0 1 Oh,+ 1 1 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1  4 + 
10 0 
0 ; _+ 
01 1 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
0 1 0 1 [ A2 - 00 1 0 0 -2. 0 0 -2 1 
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Evidently the matrices V,, and V,, are singular. So A, = (0,O) E r(W), and 
we have q, = 1 and q2 = 2. Hence d, = 2. We choose 
Xlo=[# Ylo=[H], x20=[; e]. and y20=[i i].
Then it follows that the vectors 
form a basis for 4, and we have 
v? = v:,o = [o], v2:l, = 2 0 
[ 1 2 0’ 
and Vi; = 
The space C 8 C2 is isomorphic to C”, and we identify the direct sum 
C2 @ @” with C4. Then 
0 0 0 0 
gAo= 0 0 0 
0 
[ 
2 0 0 
0 I 1’ 2 0 0 1 
Because the matrix ~182 has rank 1 and d, = dim ker 92 it follows that 
d, = 3. Then we choose 
Bl=[_i], B2=[i], and B3=[!l 
as a basis for ker gt. To construct a vector zf corresponding to B1 we need 
to find vectors x f:, x f:, and PC:: such that 
VllXlO - v,,x;; = 0, -2V,,x,, - V,,xf: = 0, and 
v2, &I - 2v22 xzo - v,, xi: = 0. 
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Here note that Wi(X,> = -Vi,. A possible choice is 
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Similarly we find vectors 
+[_;]. r::=[; 
that correspond to B2, and vectors 
that correspond to B3. Then we have 
0 
0 
1 
1 
zl 
1= -2 
0 
-1 
2 
0 
2= 21 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
and .zf = 
14 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
and I&, 2:; .a:, z:, z,“} is a basis for X 
By means of the Kronecker bases developed in the next three sections, we 
shall be able to construct a basis for the above example in a canonical 
way-see Example 10. 
3. KRONECKER CANONICAL FORM 
First we introduce some special matrices needed in the construction of 
the Kronecker canonical form. The p X p identity matrix matrix is denoted 
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by I,. The q x q ]or-dan matrix with eigenvalue (Y is 
I a 1 0 ... 0 0 ff 1 *.. 0 J,(o) = I : .*. . . . : . 
0 0 0 *. 1 
0 0 0 .... ff 
 
We also define the p X (p + 1) matrices 
The pairs of building blocks of the Kronecker canonical form for a pair of 
matrices are of three different types: (L, p), (M, p), and (J(a), q) where 
p > 0, q >, 1, and (Y E @ U {w}. The building blocks of type (L, p) are of 
size p X ( p + l), the building blocks of type (M, p) are of size ( p + 1) X p, 
and the building blocks of type <J<(Y), q) are of size q X q. Here the blocks 
of types (15, 0) and (M, O), w rc are of “size” 0 X 1 and 1 X 0, respectively, h’ h 
correspond to a column of O’s and a row of O’s, respectively, in the Kronecker 
canonical form. For p > 1 the types with the corresponding pairs of building 
blocks are 
9Pe CL, PI with (f$,> G,,). 
type(M, PI with ( FpT> G;), 
type (I( a)> P) 
with (‘J,(4) if a E c> 
i (J,(O), I) if (Y = 00. 
The theorem of Kronecker (cf. [17, p. 371 or [19, Theorem A.7.31) states 
that every pair of m x n complex matrices ( A, B) is equivalent to a pan of 
matrices in block diagonal form with diagonal blocks of types (L, p), (M, p), 
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and <I( (Y >,9 >. We call this block diagonal form the fionecker canonical form 
of a pair ( A, B). We call the collection 
y= ((LZ,) ~*..>(L$J;(M,mJ ,...) (M,m,J; 
of the types of the diagonal blocks the set of invariants of a pair ( A, B). The 
elements of the set .Y are called the invariants. It is a consequence of the 
theorem of Kronecker that two pairs of m X n matrices (A, B) and (C, D) 
are equivalent if and only if they have the same sets of invariants. See [17, 
Theorem 5, p. 401 or [19, Corollary A.7.41. Note that in our discussion we 
view the initial u X v block of zeros in [19, Theorem A.7.31 (in [17, p. 39, 
(34)] this is the initial h X g block of zeros) as a collection of u blocks of type 
(L, 0) and v blocks of type (M, 0). Th is enables us to absorb the initial block 
of zeros into the blocks of types (L, p) and (M, p). So for instance, the pair 
of matrices 
has set of invariants Y = {CL, 01, (M, 01, (M, 01, (J(m), 11, (J(O), 2)). 
Suppose that a pair of commuting N X N matrices (A,, A,) is such that 
AT = Ai = A, A, = 0. Under similarity they can be reduced simultaneously 
to the strict block upper triangular form 
0 0 Bi 
Ai= [ 0 0 0 , i = 1,2, (20) 
0 0 0 
1 
where we may assume that B, and B, are such that the matrix [B, B,] has 
linearly independent rows, and that the matrix 
B, 
[ 1 B has linearly independent 2 
columns. Suppose that (B^,, B^,) is the Kronecker canonical form of the pair 
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( B,, B,) and that invertible matrices P and Q are such that ii = PB,Q for 
i = 1.2. Then 
(21) 
where 
PO 0 
u=OI 0, 
[ 1 0 0 Q-’ 
is a canonical form for (A,, A,) under simultaneous similarity of matrices. 
Next we introduce the notion of a Kronecker basis for a pair of matrices 
(A, B). With every invariant L E.Y we associate a Kronecker chain q of 
linearly independent vectors as follows: If L = (L, p) then q = (ui, i 
E p + 1) and 
Bu, = 0, 
Bui+ 1 = Aui, i EP> - 
0 = Aup+r. 
If L = (M, 0) then q = 0, and if L = (M, p), p > 1, then q = {ui, i E p) _ 
and 
Bui = Au,,~, iE p-l. 
If L = (J( ff >, p), (~~@,then%~={u~,i~pJand 
(B - aA)u, = 0, 
(B - ‘YA)u~+, = Aui, iEp--1. 
And finally, if L = (J(m), p) then gL = {ui, i E_P} and 
Au, = 0, 
Aui+r = Bq, iE p-l. 
(22) 
(23) 
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The union of all Kronecker chains F = lJ LESq of a pair of matrices (A, B) 
is called a Kronecker basis of (A, B). 
To unify the treatment of pairs of invariants of types (L, p) and (J(o), 4) 
with pairs of invariants <J<(Y), p) and (J(o), 9) we define the a-shi$ 
zqa) = {z+),i E p + l} 
ofu Kronecker chain g6 = {u,, i E p + 1) for L = (L, p>. The chain g:(a) is 
determined by the relations 
i A”u,+,(a) = ; (A - a)iui+l 
i=O i=O 
if cr E @, and 
i /vu,+,(m) = i AP-“Ui+l. 
i=O i=O 
Here A is an indeterminate. Then we check directly that the vectors Us, 
i E p + 1, satisfy the relations (22) if cr E C and (23) if cy = m. Note also 
that the chains q and g‘:( (Y) span the same subspace. 
4. THE MATRIX EQUATION AX@ - BXCT = 0 
Now we consider the matrix equation (5). Suppose that S, and Ys are 
the sets of invariants of the pairs (A, B) and (C, D), respectively, and gr and 
%s their correspnding Kronecker bases. Now we define a subset % in the set 
of pairs of invariants Yr X .&. A pair (or, bs,) is in the set / if one of the 
following holds: 
6) L1 = (L, pl> and Lo = (L, p2X 
(iia) or = (L, pl), ~~ = (M, pzX and pl < p,, 
(iib) or = (M, pl), b2 = (L, p2>, and p, > p,, 
(iiia) Lo = CL, p1) and b2 = (J(a), p2>, 
(iiib) Lo = (/(a!), pl) and ~~ = CL, p2), and 
(iiic) b1 = <J(o), pl> and ~~ = (J(a), p2). 
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With a pair of invariants (Q, Lo) ~5% we associate a set %(‘,, L2j of matrices 
as follows: 
(i) if Lo = u+ pJ 62 = CL, pz), q‘, = {u,~, i E p, + 11, and SFzL2 = 
{U2,, i E p, + 11, then 
2! CL,. 62) = u,;u,= ( c uli,412> 2 E p, + pz + 1 ; i,+i,=l+1 ) 
(iia) if b1 = (I+ pl>, Lo = CM, p2), where p, < p,, %‘, = b1,> i 
E pl + 11, and g2,, = (upi, i E pJ, then - 
q((L,. L2) = 
i 
u,; u, = ; T U1,i+l~Z.I+i~ 1 E P2 - Pl ; 
i=O 1 
(iib) if ~1 = CM, pl), L2 = (L pd, where p, > p,, glL, = {ulj, i E pl}, 
and gtL2 = (uzi> i E p, + l}, then 
- 
(iiia) if Lo = (L, pl), ~2 = (J(a), p2), where (Y E C U (~1, ‘??,,,(cu) = 
(Use, i E p, + 1) is the a-shift of the Kronecker chain gIL,, and E’2Lp = 
(uzi, i E pJ, then - 
(iiib) if Lo = (J(a), pl), where a E @ U 14, ~~ = CL, p2>, gIL, = {uli, 
i E p,), and ‘Z’2,,<(.y> = (Use, i E p, + l} is the u-shift of the Kronecker 
chaiLg2 Lp, then 
,% Ll, 4 = u,;u,= i 
c uli,U2il(Q)T. 1 E pl ; - 
i,+i,=l+l ) 
(iiic) if Lo = (J(a), pl), ~~ = <J(a), p2), FIC, = (u,,, i E pl}, and ‘ZgLz 
= (uej, i E p2), then 
- 
- 
% 61% h) = u,; u, = i c uli,“2i, 7 T 1 E min{ p,, pJ . i,+i,=l+ 1 ) 
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Using the above setting, we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4. A basis % for the space of solutions of the matrix equation 
AXDT - BXCT = 0 consists of the union of all the sets %(‘,, Inj for pairs of 
invariants (Lo, Lo) in the set 8. 
The proof uses standard methods, and so we only outline the main steps. 
First we reduce the matrix equation (5) into blocks, one for each pair of 
invariants (pi, 6s) EYE X3, (cf. [30, 321). Then we show directly that for 
invariants (Lo, us) EB the matrices in %c/(L,,L2j are linearly independent solu- 
tions of (5). Next we consider the linear map X * AXDT - BXCT and show 
that the dimension of its kernel is equal to the number of elements in %, and 
so % is a basis as required. (For a special case X + AX - XCT this is studied 
in [35, Section 51.) 
COROLLARY 5. The matrix equation AXDT - BXCT = 0 has only the 
trivial solution X = 0 if and only if either 
(i) there are no invariants of type (L, p) in the sets 3, and J?~, and 
there is no pair of invariants (J(o), pl) E _‘1 and (J( /3), pz) E 2s with 
(Y = p, or 
(ii) one of the sets of invariants 4, where i is either 1 or 2, consists only 
of invariants of the type ( M, p 1), and there may be invariants of the type 
(L, pz) in the other set, but any of them is such that p, > p, where 
p = mdp,, CM, pl) E4}. 
5. THE SYSTEM OF MATRIX EQUATIONS AX + BY = 0 
AND XCT + YDT = 0 
Suppose that ifz = U cIlr ‘*jE 8%1, 12) is a basis for the space of solutions 
of the matrix equation (5) as described in Theorem 4. We write %’ for the set 
of all the pairs (L 1, L,) Exthat are different from the cases (Lo, Lo) = ((L, p>, 
(M, p + 1)) and ( Lo, Lo) = ((M, p + 11, (IL, p)), i.e., if cases (iia) and (iib) of 
Section 4 are replaced by 
(iia) Lo = (L, pl>, ~~ = CM, p2), and p, < p2 + 1, 
(iib’) Lo = (M, pl>, ~~ = CL, p2), and pl + 1 > p,. 
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We associate with every pair of invariants (Lo, Lo) E% a set of pairs of 
matrices Z$,, OS) as follows. Here the matrices U, are defined in (i)--(iiic) for 
different cases of pairs ( bl, L2): 
(i) If L~ = (L, pl) and b2 = (L, p2), then 
%I, Lp) = 
q-1 
ii I __u >lGPl+P2+2 > 1 1 
where U, = UPlfPzt2 = 0. 
(ii) If Lo = (L, pl), Lo = (M, p2), and Pl + 2 G p2 or q = CM, pl), 
~~ = CL, p2), and p, > p, + 2, then 
(iii) In cases (iiia), (iiib), and (iiic), if (Y E C, then 
and if cy = ~0 then 
Here 
I P2 
if b1 = (L, pl) and ~~ = (J(a)’ p2), 
p= Pl if L1 = (J( cr), pl) and bz = (L, p2>, 
mini plT p2) if9 = (J(a)> pd and b2 = (./CO7 ~21, 
and we assume that U, = 0. 
In the above setting we have the following result: 
THEOREM 6. The space of solutions of the pair of matrix equations 
AX + BY = 0 and XCr + YDr = 0 has a basis 22’ = U (6,. L2)E a%:,, L2)) 
where the sets %$,, L2j are given above. 
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Let us give a short sketch of a proof. If Ax + BY = 0 and XCT + 
YDT = 0, then both X and Y are solutions of the matrix equation AXDT - 
BXCT = 0. By Theorem 4 it follows that X = Cu E %yuU and Y = 
c u E s;lS,U. The relations between the scalars yv and 8, follow from the 
equalities AX + BY = 0 and XCr + YDT = 0 using the reduction into 
blocks as for the proof of Theorem 4. 
6. A CANONICAL BASIS FOR THE SECOND ROOT SUBSPACE 
OF TWO-PARAMETER SYSTEMS 
Now we return to study two-parameter systems (7). We use the notation 
introduced in Section 2. Theorem 2 tells that we can associate to a basis for 
the kernel of 9; a basis for the second root subspace x The elements of 
ker.9: satisfy the system of matrix equations (17) and (18) for B, and B, that 
is of type (4). Now we apply the canonical construction from the previous 
section to construct a canonical basis for Jy: In this basis the matrices for 
Ai = <Fi - Ai Z)lK, i = 1,2, are in the canonical form (21). To get the precise 
form (21) we suppose that 4 is the set of invariants of the pair <Vii, Vi:> 
(note the order) and ei = IJ i Eyi eiL, is the corresponding Kronecker basis. 
Further we assume that set of invariants f and corresponding basis g2 are 
defined as in the previous section. (Note that g2 is a basis for ker 59i.j Next 
we define a mapping 77 on the set of pairs of invariants / by 
i 
CL, Pl + P2 + 1) if(L1,L2)isasin(i), 
(M, P2 - Pl - 1) if(L1,b2)isasin(iia’), 
7)(%> 
CM, Pl - P2 - 1) 
‘2) = w-4, P2) 
m -a)7 Pd 
if(L1,L2)isasin(iib’), 
if (Li, Lo) is as in (iiia), (24) 
if ( pi, Lo) is as in (iiib) , 
((I(--o),min{p,,p2}) if(L1,b2)isasin(iiic). 
Here we assume that --OO = a. The set of invariants 9= {n( Q, Lo), (Q, b2) 
E%} is called the set of invariants for A. We write %“,” = %(q,, L2j if 
L = q(~i, b2). It turns out that the %et qf invariants 9 is equal to the set of 
invariants of a pair of matrices (B,, B,) that correspond to the matrices 
Ai = (ri - Ail&, i = 1,2, when in the canonical form (21). 
In the rest of this section we describe the construction of a canonical basis 
forH using the basis g2 for ker 4h t. We discuss each of three different types 
of invariants L ~3 separately. We discuss the case L = (L, p) in detail, and 
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we only outline the construction for the other two cases, since it is similar. 
We construct a vector in &J for every element in @. In order for Ai, 
i = 1,2, to be in the precise canonical form (211, this construction differs 
from the one given in (14). For the same reason we also change bases for 
ker W,( A), and hence for A: if giL = {uil; E E p} is a Kronecker chain for 
<Vi;, Vii>, then we define gi, to be the set of vectors 
u;a = Xi&[, 1 Ep. (25) 
Because %i = IJ ‘, eyqgii,, is a basis for c=4*, it follows that gi = lJ ‘, ,,Ci,, is 
a basis for ker Wi(X>. 
6.1. A Basis Corresponding to an invariant L = (L, p) 
THEOREM 7. Suppose L = (L, p) = r](~, be), where Lo = (L, pl> ~3, 
and Lo = (L, p2) ~2~ and p = pI + p, + 1. Then there exist vectors vfl E 
@“I, i = 1,2, and Zi E pi + 1 such that 
vi+;0 + Wi(A)Vll, = 0, 
V. V!*+l - V,,Ufi, + Wi( A)Ufi+l = 0 11 10 
and 
(26) 
for li E pi , (27) - 
-V,,v& + Wi(A)v$+’ = 0. (28) 
Then the vectors 
24, = (-1)” c v:lo 8 v$), 
i,+i,=l+ 1 
1 Ep, - (29) 
and 
I E p + 1 , (30) 
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are linearly independent. It also follows that 
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and 
(IT, - h,z)x; = z:, (31) 
(r, - h,z)z; = $1 
forkEp+l,wherez,0=zJ+‘=O. 
(32) 
Proof. Suppose that giC, = {uil; 1 E pi + l}, i = 1,2. Because bi = 
(L, pi), it follows from the definition of a Kronecker chain that 
Vi:Ui,k+r = VitUik> kE pi, - 
0 = Vi& P,+r. I I 
Recall that Vi; = Yig VijXi,, where columns of Yi, form a basis for 
ker Wi(X)*. Then it follows that vectors Vil$,,, Vi,&+’ - Viz&, 1 E pi, and 
- VieuiPgifl belong to [ker W,(A)*]’ . Because (ker Wi( A >* ) ’ = im wi< A ), 
there exist vectors II& E C”i such that (26), (27), and (28) hold. Then we 
construct vectors (29) and (30). We write the vector x1 8 yz - x2 @ y1 also 
in the determinantal form as 
I I 
@ 
Xl x2 
Yl Y2 . 
Then it follows that 
(A, - h,A,)z: = (-1)’ i 
k=l 
= (-1)’ i 
k=l 
Wd +,k, Vl,u,“, 
W2( A)u;;'-~ V 01+1-k 22 20 
vdo v,240 @ 
v yl+l-k v,,+,‘l-k 
21 20 
z-1 Vl240 Vl2GO 
@ 
+(-l)‘_’ c 
k=l V,,,;,” V u’-k 
= Aoz:, 
22 20 
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and 
= (- l)lkil vv;;::_k .q::t, @ 
21 20 21 20 
for Z E p + 1. Hence (31) and (32) hold. Here we assume 2: = zK+’ = 0. 
The vectors .zi, E E p are linearly independent because the vectors u,r,, 1 E E, 
are linearly independent. Then it follows from (31) and (32) that the vectors 
{z;; Z E p} U {zf; 2 E p + 11 are linearly independent. n - 
If we restrict the transformations lYl - A,Z and Iz - A, Z to the joint 
invariant subspace Y spanned by the vectors { 2;; 2 E _p} U {z:; Z E p + l}, 
then we have 
(I, - h,Z)l,= 1 : and (I, - h,Z)l,= : : . (33) [ 1 1 1 
Note that the invariant of the pair of matrices <FP, GP> is (L, p). We also 
remark that the relations (26)-(28) relate the elements in ?YL2 to the vectors zf in the same way as the relations (12) and (13) relate B, 
[ 1 B to the vector 
(14). Here vectors (25) are used. The particular form of vectirs (29) and (30) 
is chosen in order that (31) and (32) hold, i.e., that we have (33). 
6.2. A Basis Corresponding to an Znvariant L = CM, p) 
Suppose that L = (M, p> = T(Q, ~~1, where pi = (L, pl> EYE, Lo = 
(M, pz) E& and p = p, - p, - l(a 0, and that vectors of, are defined 
by (25). The basis for the case Lo = (M, pl) EYE, ~~ = (L, p2) EJ$, and 
p = p1 - p, - 1 is obtained symmetrically, interchanging i = 1 and i = 2. 
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THEOREM 8. If I = (M, p) ~2 is as above, then there exist vectors 
vi, E @“I, I E p, + 2, and v,& E @“z, 1 E p, - 1, such that 
v,,v:, + W,( A)“:1 = 0, 
v,,t$l - v,,v~, +W,(h)vf~’ = 0, I E p, , - 
- V,,iqd + Wl( A)vf]+2 = 0, 
and 
v2& - v22v20 l+l + W2( A)t& = 0, 
Then the vectors 
2; = (-1)” f vf()+,” @ I$“, 
k=O 
and 
I= P2 - I . 
ICE p+1, 
ZEp, _ 
are linearly independent. Furthermore, we have 
(I?, - h,z)z: = z:, 
and 
(I?, - A,Z)zf = z;+l 
for Z Ep. 
The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 7, and we will omit it. 
If we restrict the transformations rl - All and r2 - A2 Z to the joint 
invariant subspace 9 spanned by the vectors {z;; 1 E p + 1) U (~1; 1 E p) - 
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described in the above theorem, then we have 
(r, - A,Z)I,= : FT and (r, - A,Z)(p= [ 1 0 
Note that the invariant of the pair of matrices (FT, Gl) is (M, p). 
6.3. A Basis Cowesponding to an Invariant L = (j(a), p) 
Suppose L = (l(o), p) = T(L~, L& where Q = (J(-o), pl) EYE, b2 = 
(~(-a), pz) EYE, p = min{p,, pJ, and (Y E C. The basis for the case 
Lo = (L, pl) and b2 = (J( - a), pz) is obtained by the same arguments as in 
the case Lo = (J( -a), pl) and Lo = <I<-a), p2), using the o-shift 
%YI,,,<-o) = Iu,,(--a), i E p, + 11 and writing uli( - a) = 0 for i > p, + 1 
if p, > p, + 1. Then the case Lo = <]<--a), pl) and ~~ = (15, pz) is ado- 
gous; we need only to interchange i = 1 and i = 2. The cases LY = m are the 
same as the cases a! = 0 after interchanging Vi, and Vi2 for i = 1,2. 
THEOREM 9. If Lo = (J(- a>, pl) and ~~ = (J( - a), p2) then there 
exist vectors vtl E C”l, 1 E p, such that 
r_@)v~o + Wi(h)Vj, = 0 
and 
q.( a)vi”,” - vi2v,b + W,( A)qy = 0, 1E p-l. 
Here U,(a) = Vi, + (YV,,. The vectors 
;~=(-l)‘f:~~“Ov:~‘-k, _ 1 ep> 
k=l 
and 
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are linear independent. Furthermore 
(I-, - A,z)z; = z:, 
and 
(r, - h,z)z; = az:, + zk-’ 
for 1 E p. Here we assume that z$ = 0. 
To prove the theorem we apply the same arguments as in the proof of 
Theorem 7. 
If we restrict the transformations ri - h,Z and r, - A, Z to the joint 
invariant subspace P’ spanned by the vectors {a:; 1 E _p} U { 2:; I E p} given 
in the above theorem, then we have 
(r, - A,z)I,= ’ Ip and (I’, - A,Z)(,= [ 1 0 0 
and the corresponding invariant is (J(a), p), 
6.4. A Canonical Basis for the Second Root Subspace 
For every element in the set of invariants 9 for A we construct vectors 
24, and zi as explained in Theorems 7-9. They are linearly independent (cf. 
Theorem 2). We denote by 3; the set of these vectors, and by JV the 
subspace they span. Then H’ is invariant for both ri, and we have that 
JV CJK If .N’ #N, we complete the set ~3’; by a set of vectors, say S”, to 
the basis ~3’s for Jy. We write N’ =_Y(#‘). Because the vectors z: are as 
many as dim ker gt and are linearly independent, it follows from Theorem 2 
that we can assume that Jy” CM. Then we write the pair of restricted 
transformation Ai = (r, - Ail)/ N in the form (9) using the basis ~8~. It 
follows from Theorems 7-9 that matrices Bi of (9) have the form 
Bi = ‘i 
[ 1 0 ’ (34 
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where 
-q, . . . 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
. 
. . 
0 . B,,, 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
0 Bi, rl + 1 
&= t 
Bi,r,+r2 
Bi,r,+r,+l ... 0 
0 . . (j . . . . . . . . . 0 ...’ Bi.r,ir2+r3 
(35) 
The first r1 blocks Bij, i = 1,2, in the form (35) correspond to the invariants 
(L, pj) in the set .Y(h ence Brj = Fp, and Bzj = GP,). The next r2 blocks in 
(35) correspond to the invariants (M, pj) in the set 3, and the last r3 blocks 
~~~ correspond to the invariants (J(a), pj). The rows of 0 at the bottom in 
(34) are as many as there are vectors in the set J”. Note that the matrices A, 
of (9) where Bi are in the form given by (34) and (35) are in the ca?pni:al 
form (21). Note also that the set of invariants of the pair of matrices (B,, B,) 
equals X 
We illustrate the preceding discussion with two examples. 
EXAMPLE 10. Consider again the two-parameter system of Example 3 
(cf. also [6, Example 7.11). Th e sets of invariants for the pairs (V$, V$) and 
(V,^,o, Vi;) [see (19)] that correspond to the eigenvalue A, = (0,O) are 
{(L, O), (M, 0)) and ((L, l), (M, O)}, respectively. The set of invariants for A0 
is ((L, 2)). Kronecker chains associated with the invariants (L, 0) and (L, 1) 
are 
PI and 0 + i( I [ II 1’ 0 ’ 
respectively. Then we have that 
1 
010 1= [I 0 ’ 020 1= 
0 [ 
0 
1 
0 ‘I , and ~IY& = 
1 
1 
0 * 
0 1 
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We find vectors 
+[_n]. .E,=[-; 
such that 
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v,,v:, - v,,v:, = 0, - v124l - v,,v;1 = 0 
and 
v214l - v2,v;1 = 0, V,,v& - V22v& - V,,v,“, = 0, and 
-v,,& - v,,v;, = 0 
hold. Then it follows from Theorems 2 and 7 that the vectors 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
l- 
20 - 0, zo”= 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 ; 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
-5 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
form a basis forA Note that the above method to construct vectors of a basis 
for JY differs from the method given in Theorems 1 and 2, and which is used 
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in Example 3; hence also the bases constructed in the two examples are 
different. n 
EXAMPLE 11. Suppose that we are given matrices 
-0 1 0 0 0 0 100000 
001000 010000 
v:, = 000100 
000010 
v*= 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000001 
000000 
Vi=[a i i I ~JJ and ‘~1)::;)~j~ 
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
and 
Then we form a two-parameter system 
From the structure of the above two-parameter system it follows that it is 
nonsingular and that A = (0,O) is an eigenvalue. We also find that the 
matrices Vii, i, j = 1,2, are precisely as defined by (8) if we choose 
xl”=[t], ylo=[:], xzO=[i]. and YsO=[i]. 
The set of invariants for (VA, Vf,> is {(L, 2) (M, 3)}, and the set of invariants 
for (V,^, , V,:) is {(L, l), (M, l), (J(2), 2)). The set of pairs of invariants /’ has 
three elements {(L, 2), (L, l)}, {(L, 59, (J(Z), 2)), and {(M, 3), (L, 1)). Apply- 
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ing the mapping 77 defined by (24), we find that the set of invariants for A is 
U, 4),(M, 0, (J(2), 2)). 
We conclude with a remark. Note that an arbitrary set of invariants that 
contains no invariants (L, 0) and (M, 0) is a set of invariants for some pair of 
matrices (B,, I?,) associated with a pair of commuting matrices A,, A, as 
given in (20). However, not every set of invariants [even if it does not contain 
any invariants (L, 0) and (M, 0)] is a set of invariants, say Y, for an 
eigenvalues of a two-parameter system. For instance, the number of invari- 
ants of the type (M, p> in Y cannot be larger than twice the number of 
invariants of the type (L, p) in 9. [To prove this claim observe that the 
matrices Vii, V,: are square, and therefore their set of invariants .-J$ contains 
equal numbers, say li, of invariants of types (L, p) and (M, p). Then 
9= q(y) contains exactly Z,Z, invariants of type (L, p) and at most 2Z,Z, 
invariants of type (M, p&see (24), and Sections 4 and 5.1 To characterize 
the sets .Y that are possible sets of invariants for eigenvalues of two-parame- 
ter systems is, at this time, an open problem. 
The above results were presented in my thesis [261. I wish to thank my 
supervisor, Professor Paul Binding, for introducing me to multiparameter 
spectral theory as well as for his encouragement and support during my 
studies at the University of Calgary. I would also like to thank Professor 
Hanafi Farahat for helpful conversations, and an anonymous referee for 
several suggestions that improved an earlier version. 
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